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EPLAN. The company

Optimised engineering
processes are our promise. 
Customer-specific
and practically relevant.
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The company 

EPLAN Software & Service 

develops CAE solutions  

and advises companies in 

the optimisation of their 

engineering processes.

Customers benefit from 

increased efficiency in 

product life-cycle manage-

ment through standardised 

processes, automated 

procedures, and consistent 

workflows achieved using 

the EPLAN Experience 

programme.

EPLAN offers tailor-made 

concepts for system  

installation, setup and 

integration into IT-/PLM 

system environments based 

on standard engineering 

solutions. The range of 

services offered cover  

customisation, consulting 

and training. The develop-

ment of specific and  

standardised interfaces to 

ERP, PDM and PLM systems 

ensures data consistency in 

product life-cycle manage-

ment. Systematic, customer-

based global support as well 

as innovative development 

and interface expertise are 

EPLAN’s factors of success.

As part of the Friedhelm Loh 

Group, EPLAN gives you 

continuity and security for 

your investment.
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EPLAN. Our understanding of customers

Your goals are  
our goals.
EPLAN enables  
you to reach them.

Every industry sector has its challenges. 
EPLAN offers individual solutions.

The customer determines the goal, EPLAN enables the 

way to reach it. The high demands of the market and the 

engineering challenges are well known to the IT engineer-

ing solution provider: starting from the higher complexity 

of products, machines and systems to the increasing cost 

pressure right up to rising expectations of quality and  

personalisation.

EPLAN has many years of experience and comprehensive 

specialist knowledge through successful cooperation with 

companies from various industry sectors.  

Engineering solutions from EPLAN are always adapted to 

the requirements of the customer and can be implemented 

according to industry-specific production, process and 

supply chains as well as individual laws, norms, standards 

and guidelines. As such, the customer can focus entirely on 

their productive activities.
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We provide integrated solutions

The engineers from EPLAN think in a systematic way.  

This means that customers can rely on comprehensive  

assistance for all types of software applications – from  

advice and planning to development and integration right 

up to management and service. EPLAN offers software  

applications that are more than just technically excellent: 

they are perfect all-round solutions for engineering.

 EPLAN Process Consulting

EPLAN provides value-creating consulting and implemen-

tation in the optimisation of core engineering processes in 

the product development process, from the product idea  

to customer approval. EPLAN analyses the complete work-

flow for the customer, observing company organisation, 

processes and systems, and gives recommendations for 

action for increasing efficiency in engineering – process- 

orientated, methodical, individual. Efficient processes, 

standardised procedures, automated sequences and 

integrated IT solutions are results of the EPLAN process 

consulting.

Our method:

Modulate standardisation processes

Structure processes

Identify variants

Define engineering rules

 EPLAN Engineering Software

For the sustainable optimisation and acceleration of the 

engineering processes, EPLAN develops and markets 

EPLAN software expert systems in 19 languages globally, 

which are connected to each other via the EPLAN Plat-

form – consistent in data, functions and workflow.

EPLAN. System solutions

Our solutions  
are systematic  
in nature –
added value  
for all results.
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EPLAN Platform technology

The EPLAN Platform connects expert systems for various 

engineering disciplines such as electrical engineering, fluid 

power engineering and EI&C engineering as well as control 

cabinet manufacturing. All applications are equipped with 

the same basic data and functions, which support a high 

level of project quality and a mechatronic working method.

EPLAN Preplanning

EPLAN Preplanning is a CAE software solution for the  

technical preplanning of machines and systems.

It supports both graphical and database-driven working 

methods. In each case, the data is transferred seamlessly 

to the interdisciplinary detail design. The individual system 

configuration enables flexible adaptation to established 

engineering processes.

EPLAN P&ID

EPLAN P&ID is a CAE software solution for designing plant 

overviews and P&ID schemes (piping & instrumentation 

diagram) for machines and plants in process engineering.

EPLAN Fluid

EPLAN Fluid is a CAE software solution for the design and 

documentation of fluid power systems in hydraulics, pneu-

matics, cooling and lubrication.

EPLAN Electric P8

EPLAN Electric P8 is a CAE software solution for design, 

documentation and administration of electrical engineering 

automation projects.

EPLAN. Product portfolio

Our software
has an integrated
concept –
using an interdis-
ciplinary approach to 
efficient engineering.
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EPLAN. Customer and partners

Customers  
and partners  
have faith in us.
Success on a  
global scale.
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